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Quattro Consulting 

Quattro Consulting is one of the leading 

independent iSeries technical consultancies 

in the UK. Formed in 1997, the directors of 

Quattro realised that most iSeries related 

service providers were not specialists 

on the technical aspects of iSeries, with 

their own expertise in software 

development, marketing and support. 

Quattro Consulting offer a unique 

service, assisting users to enable  their 

iSeries to operate at full capacity and 

capability, irrespective of the application 

being run. Quattro's three founding 

directors have been involved with the

iSeries since its release in 1988 and 

subsequently have amassed over 

50 years collective OS/400 

experience between them.

Products & Services include

High Availability Planning and Testing

Operating System upgrades

System Health Checks

Java design and programming

Database Performance Analysis

Linux implementation

Linux administration

Training

Backup and Recovery

Lotus Domino Integration

OS/400 Security Audit

Capacity Planning

For a complete list of all the 

skills & services Quattro can 

provide contact 07071 700400

Web Enablement skills include

IBM HTTP Server 

(powered by Apache) configuration

ASF Tomcat and OS/400 integration

Java Server Pages/Servlets

Net.Data

Web to legacy application integration

WebFacing

RPG CGI programming

Telephone  07071 700400

Email  information@quattroconsulting.co.uk

PO Box 3080, Southam CV47 1WD

Missing ‘Tech Tips’?
Glenn Robinson has been writing his unique series of ‘Tech
Tips’ since the 3rd issue of iSistance News, not just as MD
of Quattro Consulting, but also as Technical Correspondent
for iSeries News.

If you have missed any of Glenn’s ‘Tech Tips’, now’s the chance to
order the ones you want from the following list:

Tech Tip
Issue 3  • Altering the QUTCOFFSET system value
Issue 4  • Converting the IFS
Issue 5  • Sending Files as attachments
Issue 6  • Making file transfers redundant

Missed any of these? 
Email glenn.robinson@quattroconsulting.co.uk requesting 
the ‘Tech Tips’ you have missed.

Coming soon
Look out for the next exciting series of Tech Tips coming up in
iSistance News and iSeries News

•   Shared pools for dummies
•   Integrated servers on iSeries
•   Disk Balancing and Disk Reorganisation
•   Logical file rebuilds explained
•   Using the Database Monitor in iSeries Navigator
•   FTP controls in Application Administration
•   The Open Source iSeries Toolkit
•   Difference between RPGIV coding and ILE coding
•   The importance of saving the IFS

Tech Tip
Making File
Transfers
Redundant
My last few articles have been concerned with using the 
IFS to access file systems on other servers and I'm going
to carry on in a similar vein.

On my travels to iSeries and AS/400 sites, I still see many 
customers using Data Transfer and FTP to move data between
their OS/400 based systems and their Windows/*nix systems. In
the majority of cases there is no real need to do this any longer
because of the additional functionality built in to OS/400 over the
last few years.

Most customers using File Transfer just want to get a file or two
from the system, save it to My Documents and then open it in
Excel. I was working with a customer a little while ago who said it
took him around 4 days at the end of each month to run queries
and then to download some very large files - he'd been doing this
for around a decade!

Copying to/from Externally Described Files 

In a previous Tech Tip I briefly discussed how to use CPYTOIMPF,
I'll expand on the command here and touch on a few other 
commands too.

The easiest way to get files in to a format that Excel, or 
OpenOffice can read is to use the Copy to Import File command
(CPYTOIMPF). This command takes a database file and converts
it to CSV format. This is an ASCII delimited file format that is
understood by many applications which:

• Separates each field with a comma
• Places double quotes around character fields
• Terminates each record with an End Of Record character(s)

“No one ever got fired for buying IBM”

You will recall that the /QNTC file system will allow me to copy files to/from shares on other Windows Servers, Samba Servers and
OS/400 systems running NetServer. Simply by using a command such as:

I can get a csv format version of file QIWS/QCUSTCDT in 
to a share on the remote server FS001.

The important parameter shown above is STMFCODPAG. This determines
what the code page of the file you are creating will be. If you leave it as default 

and try to open the csv file in Excel, it will just show up as a load of weird characters. By specifying *PCASCII, you are instructing OS/400
to convert the Database file in to a csv format that Windows applications will understand. The RCDDLM parameter let's you specify the
characters that are used to denote the end of each record. By default this is set to *EOR which adds hex 00 to the last field. If you are
sending the file to a DOS/Windows machine you need to specify *CRLF, for a *nix target system specify *LF.

In my example I have given the target file a suffix of .csv. Although you could put anything at all, doing this will ensure that Windows 
associates the file with the MS Excel application, i.e. when you double click the customer.csv file, Windows knows to open it with Excel. Of
course you can also import delimited files in to DB2 files too. CPYFRMIMPF allows you to take a file in csv format and copy the contents in
to an externally described file. The following command will take the contents of file customer.csv on server FS001 and add it to file CUST in
library GLENN. Note that the file GLENN/CUST must already exist:

Copying Flat Files

Sometimes you want to copy to from a flat file. Let's say you've run the CPYSPLF command to get the contents of a spool file to a file, this
can be copied to the IFS or to a remote system using the CPYTOSTMF command.

As you can see, the format is similar to CPYTOIMPF but the first 
parameter is in IFS format rather than LIBRARY/OBJECT format. 
Again, by specifying .txt Windows will know what program to open 
the file with, .rtf and .doc also work.

CPYFRMSTMF will copy a text file in to a flat file in a library, again the format is similar to the above command.

Sharing the files

The methods I've described in this and previous articles have shown how you can create ASCII versions of database files and copy them
to shares on remote servers or to the IFS on another iSeries system. 

One method I favour is to copy the files to a folder within the IFS of your local iSeries rather than to a remote share. You can then share
out the local folder using either a NetServer share or an NFS export. In both cases you can specify that the share/export is read-only or
read/write. The two benefits of using this method are that the data is held locally so will be saved as part of your daily backup routine
with the SAV command and that by using a read-only share/export, the file cannot be tampered with by the clients using the files. They
can, of course, copy the file to their PC and amend it but they wouldn't be able to replace the original file.

Copying Save Files

The CPY command allows to you move any IFS objects around. This is especially useful for moving Save Files between your
iSeries systems, consider the command:

This command takes a Save File called GLENN in library 
GLENN on my local system and copies it to library QGPL on remote iSeries LONDON.

Where now?

Although using the IFS commands will replace many Data Transfer requests, it will not replace all of them. One major
benefit of replacing Data Transfers with IFS commands is that you don't need an iSeries Access/Client Access

licence. Most people don't realise that you only need an iSeries Access licence for PC5250 and Data Transfer, all
other iSeries Access and iSeries Navigator functions are included as part of your OS/400 licence. This includes

ODBC, so you can quite happily use any application that supports ODBC to get data from your OS/400 files and
in to your Windows applications, no licence required.

Going back to my previous comment about the customer who'd been doing the same file transfers every
month for many years, I got to thinking why he was still doing these transfers and came to this conclusion.

Many iSeries and AS/400 shops are led to believe by Windows technical staff and IT Management that
our system is an old legacy system so we feel that the way we did things 10 years ago is still 

appropriate today. This is not necessarily true, we have possibly the most robust, flexible, open 
and feature-rich computer system around but we don't, in general, exploit it.

Hopefully the last few Tech Tips will have demonstrated how well iSeries integrates with other
non-OS/400 based computer systems. My advice is that you should question the way you

move data around between your iSeries and other systems. In some instances your 
procedures will still be valid but I believe that many of them would benefit from using

some of the more up to date methods available within OS/400.

Tech Tip continued

CPYTOIMPF FROMFILE(QIWS/QCUSTCDT)
TOSTMF('/qntc/fs001/public/glenn/customer.csv')
STMFCODPAG(*PCASCII)
RCDDLM(*CRLF)

CPYFRMIMPF FROMSTMF('/qntc/fs001/public/glenn/customer.csv')
TOFILE(GLENN/CUST)
RCDDLM(*CRLF)

CPYTOSTMF
FROMMBR('/qsys.lib/glenn.lib/spoolfile.file/spoolfile.mbr')

TOSTMF('/qntc/fs001/public//glenn/customerReport.txt')
STMFCODPAG(*PCASCII)

CPY OBJ('/qsys.lib/glenn.lib/glenn.file')
TODIR('/qfilesvr.400/london/qsys.lib/qgpl.lib')
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Feature article
Conclusions

Verification Checks

Don’t assume all is ok – perform regular verification checks to 
confirm both systems are the same. I come across various 
scenarios ranging from doing absolutely nothing to verify systems
are synchronised, to full checks that are done every few hours. 
As often as possible is obviously best, however many HA sites are
somewhere inbetween. 

An all too typical scenario is where some query reports are 
produced weekly and rather than dealing with all exceptions so that
the norm is a zero for all reports, the support team just check that
the number of exceptions doesn’t grow. This is daft because 
dealing with the exceptions up-front will make checking dead easy
and quick – how long does it take to check for ‘no records’?

Frequent verification-checks will trap anything that has slipped
through change-control procedures. It is possible to do these checks
using locally developed tools, functions provided by the HA vendor
or by using a third-party product. 

Change-control

It is vital to manage this properly. The most common issue here is
the HA support team being out of the loop. Ideally, the change-
control process will at least include a tick-box so that the HA team
will be prompted to ask the right questions.

Advanced/Emerging technologies

• Remote journaling is probably one of the 
most significant, fairly recent, new features,
indeed some HA software actually builds 
replication around this. There is plenty of 
technical literature about detailing the 
benefits of using this operating-system 
function – if you’re at the very early 
stages of implementing HA it is worth 
looking into this.

• Clustering and Independent ASPs are 
reviewed in a couple of Redbooks and 
there is a link to the IBM Clustering home 
page via the link I have provided below. 
These are advanced technologies which 
are worth a look if you’re at the very early 
stages of an HA project. However, your 
applications need to be ‘cluster enabled’ to 
take advantage of clustering.

HA Audit

Many HA sites would benefit from a structured HA audit, ideally this
would be carried out periodically but at least once after the project
has bedded-in would be better than not at all. The points I have 
discussed here form a subset of the checks typically carried out 
during a full audit and should not be considered exhaustive; 
hopefully they have provided some useful pointers to those who
have yet to prove their solution works.

I was going to include links to HA Software vendors here, 
however, to keep things simple the best place to start is probably 
the IBM iSeries HA homepage: 

http://www 1.ibm.com/servers/eserver/iseries/ha/

David’s previous career with the Fleet Air Arm provided him with ample experience of

working to the highest standards, vital in an air-engineering environment. David's

expertise in iSeries AS/400 Availability and Recovery has been well developed since

introduction of the AS/400 some 14 years ago.

David is an iSeries Consultant with Quattro Consulting Limited and can be 

reached by email at David.Sefton@QuattroConsulting.co.uk 

Or by telephone on +44 (0) 7071 700 400.

Switchover – will it be ok?

TCP/IP attributes – do you know what they 
were on the live box now you’ve lost it?

In fact – do you know exactly what your live system ‘looked-like’
during normal daily operations… would you know soon enough if
something is wrong? Think about how you would gain access to
configuration information if the live server was not available. For
some customers a regular printout of certain information will suffice
(although this needs rigorous attention to regular updates). For
some of my customers I have developed a softcopy reference 
database which is replicated by the HA product back to the 
standby server. 

Most recently this proved invaluable when a web-server suffered a
hardware fault and a switch to standby was required; the reference
database was most useful when key system information was 
needed and was less than an hour out of date. (It also helped when
a rack configuration was required!) Either way, if there is nothing
doing it for you, it is good practice to be in the habit of regularly
checking/making a record of key things like system-values, 
shared-pool configuration, Job-Schedule entries, TCPIP attributes
(for all TCPIP applications) etc.

Technical support access while users 
locked-out during switchover

Ok, this is a pretty basic idea, but if you have yet to actually switch,
it may not have occurred to you. It’s a good idea if the technical and
application support teams can get onto the standby system before
letting users on. This means having a dedicated subsystem (which
may be started as part of the switch procedure), which has named
workstation entries in it to allow only a few specific devices to gain
access to a sign-on screen. Remember, this will be needed on both
systems – consider replicating this once it’s configured so that any
new entries are carried across automatically.

Switchover testing – yes, it is a good idea – do it often!

I come across many sites where there is never a switch – even for a
brief technical-test. Frequent testing is a key part of the whole HA
idea; for checking that operating system and HA products still work
after software updates, for verifying that system configuration
changes are correct, for verifying network changes work as planned
– this list could be very long. Bite the bullet and do it, there will be a
‘pain barrier’ the first few times while problems are ironed out, but it
does become straightforward. 

The key to this is to manage everything properly, making sure a
specific individual has ownership of the whole thing and can 
coordinate the different teams involved, (don’t forget this includes
your helpdesk staff – you need to manage user-enquiries!). For
some HA sites, switch testing is not required because they 
role-swap regularly - every quarter is a good standard to use. One
last thing, many sites are doing this in a planned fashion, which is
good, but remember to make sure updates to procedures and any 
automation code are reflected for an unplanned switch as well.

High Availability in iSeries
Fingers Crossed - Part 2
In Part 1 we looked at some configuration and operational 
topics, here we round up our brief review by looking at 
ways to facilitate a smooth switchover.
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